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F l i   p e dp EDITORIAL

Change is either slow and painful or fast and shocking. I 
have always, very bizarrely, been rather fond of change. 
Afraid yet excited. It is not always good nor is it as bad as 
people tend to think.
Change is better than immobility. Even if it means charging 
into the unknown. 
This magazine is a childhood dream. After many a tries in 
high school and university papers, with many books and 
blogs to inspire me and in cooperation with many friends 
whose abilities long since remained unnoticed, it comes as 
a platform of self expression, for me and anyone else who is 
willing to use it. 
Thanking all the people involved is something I do daily 
with words and actions, and those feelings of gratitude that 
translate to an even greater appreciation of their characters 
and talents.
You have in your hands a work in progress, ever evolving, 
hopefully for the better. A small child that, we hope, with 
care and dedication, will be molded into an interesting and 
stimulating adult.
We are all adventurers, armed with a lot of passion, tread-
ing in unknown lands. 

Come with us...and see what happens.

 
Kristiana Lalou.
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bserving how someone deals with the difficulties that come their way, their less than 
ideal psychological state, the financial and other difficulties, how they move forward, 
how they evolve, is an activity at first inquisitive, eventually evolving to one instructive 

and invaluable. This observation from afar, becomes yet more amazing when the group of peo-
ple you observe belong to the younger generation of artists who, due to the circumstances and 
primarily the absence of funds, are trapped in small quarters, forced to return to their parental 
homes. The people who continue to be creative, despite the difficulties and the pressure of liv-
ing with one’s parents, siblings and extended family.
Often, a living space, is transformed along with its owner. As they learn more about themselves 
and realize what inspires them and what does not, the room evolves. In a way, the whole pro-
cess seems like an unusual kind of collection, where you wait for the right moment, for the right 
object, or to be more specific the memory each of us chooses to preserve in their personal 
“museum”.  

O

INTERVIEW :  WHERE DO YOUNG CREATIVES LIVE

How does limited living space affect creativity?

TEXT :  Μimika Michopoulou
PHOTOGRAPHY :Ellie Kosmidi, Mimika Michopoulou
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A creator’s personal space is a shelter with a heavy door closed to most. Something relatively 
reasonable, if we consider the fact that every object is linked to and reveals fragments of per-
sonality and emotions. Things which we don’t want exposed.
Subsequently, infiltrating such a personal dimension, is an experience rare and extrordinary;  
for the impression it creates, and the emotions a living, breathing space of creativity - an atelier 
- evokes, are unique.
Flipped  managed to capture the ambiance of two such spaces; we talked to Ellie and Dimitris.   
Ellie is a professional photographer -it all started with a Polaroid camera when she was only 
seventeen years old. Dimitris is an interior designer.

What are you up to these days?
Ellie: Right now I am thinking about many different projects,conceptually. They have a long way 
to go until they assume a definite form. For the time being though, I am focusing my energy on 
more conventional things, like wedding photograp



Given the circumstances, your personal space is limited to a single room within the pa-
rental home. How does this limitation affect you as a person and as an artist? What is the 
effect it has n your creativity?
Ellie: To be honest, I have never lived alone so far, away from family, for a long period of time; 
therefore I know the pressures of limited personal space well. It’s very hard, for a young person 
to feel like there is no place that belongs exclusively to them, in which they can create on their 
own terms. Primarily, the limitation affects my psychological state and by extension my creativ-
ity. My work is confined, since I have to be discrete all the time. I don’t enjoy the freedoms I 
need to allow me to be creative. Even for a couple of hours of work on my computer I have to 
supress my need for background music. As I get older I need more time and space for myself, 
which I can’t find within the house I have spend the early stages of my life. I need to take the 
next step in my personal space too,in order to feel like I am evolving.

Is there another place in which you can express yourself and create? How do you bal-
ance the lack of personal space with the need for new stimuli?
Ellie: I am trying to spend time out of the house as much as possible. My work partner’s studio 
is, for now, a place where I can work freely, while I also tend to enjoy the travelling that comes 
with my work. A brief, or not so brief, visit to another city helps me feel relief when tensions are 
high.

The space I work in affects my aesthetic and 
viewpoint a lot, so I tried to keep it as neutral as 
possible



Is the room’s layout intentional or a result of compromise?
Ellie: I think it’s all about mentality. Being a good “roommate” does not allow me to move and 
create within a space the way I imagine it will, once I live alone. Basically this is what works 
best for me so I can create and feel as comfortable as I can, for the time being. The space I 
work in affects my aesthetic and viewpoint a lot, so I tried to keep it as neutral as possible, with 
pastel colors and the absence of emotionally charged objects.

How do you imagine the ideal creative space?
Ellie: Right now, a big open plan space, much like a loft, would be ideal I think. Equipped with 
the bear necessities: white walls, a work desk, a few works of mine, or of others that inspire me, 
hanging on the walls. But come to think of it, I don’t think I could stand seeing my work more 
than three days straight. (laughs)

In your opinion is interior design a luxury or a necessity? Do you think the layout of your 
room is a personal issue or would you trust a professional?
Ellie: I think it is a necessity. Having a beautiful yet efficient space, directly affects your mental-
ity. Objects and colors affect us more than we like to admit. I remember a few years back I had 
my room painted a vibrant pink and orange color. Now, I have realized, I can’t even stand to 
use filters with an orange hue on my photos. Of course, I would trust a professional since they 
know more about it and they could incorporate what I like to in the best way. I have a lot of 
respect for interior design since it is all about aesthetics.  





Do you have a project going on right now?
Dimitris: I intend to perfect my latest work, which I presented as my final project in university. It is 
about a pottery art museum,existing within the shell of a 1930s industrial building.  
When I say “perfect” I mean mostly in terms of presentation and organisation, so I can use it on my 
portfolio as an example of my work.  

Given the circumstances, your personal space is limited to a single room within the parental 
home. How does this limitation affect you as a person and as an artist? What is the effect it 
has n your creativity?
Dimitris: The truth is, it’s a bit “crowded”. I felt this a lot because of the space needed for my pro-
jects in university, as fragile constructions like maquettes and other projects take up a lot of space. 
So in an already small room, finding space becomes even harder. I tried to organize my room in 
such a way so that I can use it as both a workplace and a bedroom. Sometimes though, its not 
enough to have a room in your parent’s house to use, as there is little privacy. I have thought a lot 
about getting my own space; for the time being I adjust as best as I can.

Interior design is not a luxury
we all need a nice space to inspire us 
and help us be creative.



Your room was different before. What inspired the change?
Dimitris: I needed a change, primarily mentally. By changing the space I feel less immobile, 
like I am taking the next small step. Different colors for different uses; light colors in the work-
ing zone, colors with more personality in the bedroom zone. My own work hangs on the walls, 
to motivate me whenever i experience creators block. Of course, it also helped that I am an 
interior designer.

Is there an alternative space you can use to create and to express yourself? If there is, 
how was the layout formed?
Dimitris: Yes. I am lucky, as my parents’ house has a basement, which I intend to turn into a 
workshop as well as a place to spend time with friends freely. The most important thing in my 
workshop is large desks, that
inspire me to work, without having to think about making a mess. The basement calls for some-
thing more industrial in its layout, as there is piping in plain sight and raw walls. I am thinking 
about minimal styles, starting with only my tools as decorations and let it evolve naturally from 
there. 





How do you protect your  mentality and creativity when the living situation pressures 
you?
Dimitris: Besides going online, which is a tricky source of stimuli, I like to escape by taking 
walks in the center of Athens. Even a simple walk can inspire me, seeing people, or even a 
small object, depending on what interests me and what I am working on at the time.

In your opinion, is interior design a luxury or a necessity?
Dimitris: Certainly not a luxury. A lot of people think that interior design means vast amounts of 
money spent, total redecoration, expensive materials and furniture. The point of it is the crea-
tion of a space that makes you feel good in your everyday life. Whether it is a change in colors, 
a beautiful piece of furniture, an object or just rearranging the furniture, we all need a nice 
space to inspire us and help us be creative.



This holiday season comes bringing a lot of new releases and re-releases. And yet, we chose 
only a handful of attention worthy albums to suggest to you. Try listening while sitting on a park-
bench, on a really cold day, all bundled up with a hot beverage in hand.

Bjork released her “Vulnicura Strings (Vulnicura: The AcousticVersion)” Album on November 
6th. Give it a listen if you are a fan of the Icelandic eccentric. This version of the LP is packed 
with violins and of course Bjork’s distinct vocals, as well as the world’s only viola organista, a 
musical instrument similar to a piano in shape and to a violin in sound, based on designs by 
Leonardo DaVinci. She has our attention for sure.

Adele also returns on November 20th with the album “25”, following the release of “Hello”, the 
single which quickly became a huge success and even reached the tops of the British charts 
back in October. If you are a fan of Adele’s melodic vocals and style, you can’t go wrong with 
her new album.

The next, and -in our opinion- most exciting upcoming release is David Bowie’s album “Black-
star” on January 8th , 2016. We’ll give it a good listen for you then. Until Bowie’s comeback, 
we’ll be biting our lips in anticipation and -- inevitably -- rewatching Labyrinth .

As far as this issue’s ‘vintage’ album is concerned... We shall suggest the ultra amazing “High 
Violet” released in 2010 by the indie rock band The National. Note songs like “Lemonworld” 
and personal favorite “Vanderlyle Crybaby Geeks”, if you haven’t already listened to this exqui-
site album repeatedly like we have. 

TUNES IN
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With November quietly leaving and slowly giving way to December, winter time is officially upon 
us. Most people are still lamenting the summer’s end. Some are nostalgic of their summer holi-
days while sighing bitterly over their office desks, while others are already planning their next 
vacation to a Greek island or some other exotic destination.

There are those scarce few of us, though, who are positively ecstatic about winter. Yes, winter 
is coming and I am here to remind you why you should be ecstatic as well.

Winter comes bearing many gifts; cold, rain, snow, more cold but also hot beverages, snuggly 
sweaters, warm hugs and, of course, Christmas!

The truth is that whether you adore winter - like i do - or you cringe in horror whenever it ap-
proaches, you can’t deny that there is nothing more comforting and relaxing than a cup of 
steaming hot chocolate or tea to keep you company on a rainy winter afternoon. If your pre-
ferred hot beverage is also accompanied by a slice of cake, some whipped cream and your 
favorite music playing in the background, there you have it, heaven on earth.

Winter also means that you get to wear all the warm clothing your heart desires. Scarves, mit-
tens, oversized sweaters, everything woolly is there to make you feel comfortable and warm all 
day long. Personally, I simply adore it when I arrive home after a long, tiring day and all I have 

ODE TO WINTER

TEXT : Akilina Printziou
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to do is change into my comfy sweater and fuzzy socks to feel content again.
My absolutely favorite thing about winter, though, is curling up on my sofa with a warm fuzzy 
blanket and getting lost in the pages of a good book. Some say that reading is a summer 
pastime but I couldn’t disagree more! There is such a variety of great wintry books for you to 
enjoy during those rainy or snowy days that find you confined in the house. In case you are still 
indecisive on the matter, I have some recommendations that will make you a believer in cozy 
winter reading for sure.

I have always thought of winter as the 
time for fairy tales and fantasy stories. 
Some of my favorites that I’d like to share 
with you are the following:

• The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien: 
The obvious first recommendation. It’s 
the story of a hobbit who only wanted to 
enjoy the peace and quiet of his home 
but instead he gets dragged on a quest 
that involves many dwarves, a mighty 
ring that makes you greedy but invincible 
-and invisible - and a rather fearsome, 
super wealthy dragon.

 • Hogfather by Terry Pratchett: A story about how, one day Death decided to 
take up Santa Claus’s duties, can be nothing but perfect winter reading material. It’s written 
by a beloved fantasy author who passed away recently and whose books are, to put it plainly, 
fabulous.

 • Four Tales by Philip Pullman: Another wonderful book to read during winter, as 
it contains four original fairy tales by Philip Pullman, namely The Firework-Maker’s Daughter, I 
Was A Rat, Clockwork and The Scarecrow and His Servant. It’s suitable for both children and 
adults plus, it also comes in an absolutely beautiful hardback edition, making it the perfect gift 
as well.

Classic Gothic literary works are also ideal for this time of year. Some of my personal favorites 
include:

 • Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte: Who is not familiar with the classic tale of the 
governess Jane, who after becoming employed at Mr. Rochester’s house, discovers his dark-
est secrets and falls madly in love with him?

 • Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte: Emily’s only finished novel follows the story 
of Heathcliff, who returns to his adoptive family after many years, to take revenge on those who 
wronged him. An intense tale of love and revenge, atmospheric and beautiful.

 • Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier: A lesser known but just as wonderful gothic 
tale. When Rebecca accepts the marriage proposal of the dashing widower Maxim de Winter 
and moves into his house, she cannot possibly imagine how strong an influence his dead wife 
still has on everything around her...



Those of you who prefer contemporary literature instead, could opt for one of the following:

 • The Snow Child by Eowyn Ivey: A beautiful and deeply moving  family story set 
in Alaska during the 1920s. It’s about a childless couple who discovers a strange little girl in the 
woods and treat her as their own, despite all the secrets that she hides.

 • A Winter Book by Tove Jansson: You might be familiar with the author’s name, 
since she is the creator of the Moomins. This book is a collection of short stories, inspired by 
the author’s own life and childhood memories. The stories are accompanied by several gor-
geous photos of the Finnish landscape.
These are just a few out of many reasons to love and enjoy winter. Even the grumpiest of you 
must have nodded in silent agreement at at least one of the points I mentioned - if not, think 
about Christmas and traveling to snowy destinations! I will now go make myself some hot 
chocolate, get comfortable under my blanket and read the rest of my book.



With the holiday season minutes away we decided to try making cinnamon rolls! We found this 
all time classic recipe on Betty Crocker’s website.

We began by successfully making the dough which lifted our spirits and gave us encourage-
ment to continue. 

We let it set and mixed the yummy filling...except we decided to add some, fragrant and vibrant 
in color, red forest fruits! 

CINNAMON ROLLS WITH A WILD BERRIES FILLING

Prep. Time: 15’
Baking Time: 35 - 40’ 
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Once the dough doubled in size we rolled it and added the filling..

After waiting half an hour, we cut the portions and arranged them nicely on our baking tray. 

, They looked so good we were 
ecstatic and let me tell you, once 
we put them in the oven and the 
baking process began, the house 
was filled with an amazing cinna-
mon smell! 

Luckily they tasted even better!

Mission accomplished! We had ours with some herbal tea and in tha company of good friends. 
We suggest you do the same, should you decide to try to make them too!

Here’s the link if you care to give it a try as well. 
http://www.bettycrocker.com/recipes/old-fashioned-cinnamon-rolls/988d41dd-c0f6-
4fe4-a012-b42c770f95f7?src=SH



On the weekend of October 3rd and 4th, the first ever Greek Fantasticon was held in Kolonaki, 
Athens. This two-day convention was dedicated to fans of fantasy in all its forms, be it books, 
games, movies, music, even jewelry.

Entering the first room, we saw a great assortment of printed works , from internationally ac-
knowledged fantasy classics to contemporary Greek ones that looked pretty amazing. There 
were more of them in the next room, where one could also find a variety of impressive action 
figures – a Saruman one was my favorite – as well as handmade jewelry and accessories, al-
ways fantasy-themed. I gave in and bought myself some books and an awesome Batman t-shirt 
with a leather-textured logo!

The building was full of people of all ages, which was a pleasant surprise! It goes to show that 
love for fantasy isn’t exclusive to a particular age group. There were also many artists and 
members of fantasy-themed clubs, all of them extremely friendly and helpful, ready to chat with 
the visitors.
The last room of the ground floor was the board game section! An array of games was availa-
ble and there was more than enough room for everyone to choose one and play, if they wanted 
to. It is worth mentioning  that plenty of events were held during the convention, all of which 
were open to participants for free. Games, seminars, book presentations, speeches, movie 
screenings, music shows  and even competitions took place mainly on the upper floors of the 
building. 

FANTASTICON

TEXT : Maria Chekimoglou
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During our visit on Saturday evening, I was lucky enough to catch a performance from the 
talented Fantasy Choir, a newly founded choir that specializes in fantasy themed songs. It was, 
to say the least, bewitching! You can check them out --and maybe hear them sing -- on their 
Facebook page, Fantasy Choir.
 
We met with the President of Greek Fantasy Society, Thanassis, and also with the secretary, 
Konstantinos, who were kind enough to discuss the idea of such a convention with us,  includ-
ing what sparked it, what this Society stands for and what they wish for the future to bring.
“All this started about a year ago,”  Konstantinos told us, “in a small bookstore, at an event 
called ‘three days to bring them all’, where many writers, publishers and artists got together 
and said ‘when will a  big convention take part in Greece?’ We could see that it wouldn’t be 
easy, as we were - and still are - in the middle of an economic crisis, but when you really love 
something and you want to make it happen, you find ways […] And now, one year later, here 
we are! The response of the public is amazing, even from the first day! We are very pleased!” 

“The Greek Fantasy Society was founded a few years ago”, Thanassis informed us, “aiming to 
create events revolving around the fantasy genre, whether it is science fiction, horror, or high 
fantasy like Tolkien’s. We embrace the whole spectrum of this culture, from movies, books, 
comics, artists, theater, music, to anything you can imagine that is relevant to fantasy.

The purpose of the Society is actually making these conventions happen, and we want to make 
them bigger and more interesting for the audience with every passing year. We want to intro-
duce more people to the fantasy culture, but also help people who are already familiar with it 
learn more about it and broaden their horizons. For example, many people today got interested 
in role-playing games, which they had never played before, others were interested in the writ-
ing seminars we organized together with well-known and successful writers of this genre […]

So, the original idea was born at a small scale literary event, where many people with deep love 
for fantasy got together and half-jokingly started talking about how nice it would be to organize 
an event like this here in Greece. Many people laughed at the idea, but today this laughter has 
become one of joy, with the convention’s realization.



Now, in the future, the Greek Fantasy Society wants to be established […] Fantasticon 2015 is 
the beginning, we want to make it to 2115, and to infinity if we can, and make it bigger, expand 
it in terms of audience and themes, as well as in terms of joy that every visitor experiences eve-
ry time they are here. Each year we want to see new faces come and join us, to create another 
“fantasist” - in a good way, a fantasy fan – who will keep coming back because this will be a 
place where they can find other people to have fun with, even if it’s just for a couple of days”.

This was our experience from Fantasticon! For everyone who didn’t make it, I hope you got a 
taste of it. We will be waiting eagerly for this convention in the years to come, expecting it to get 
even bigger, with more activities and a constantly growing audience. We are certain it will only 
get better and more successful over time – and we’ll definitely be there to check it out!



Remember to...

1. Eat only the chocolate covered cereal, straight out of the box.

2. Buy a cute diary and never write in it.

3. Print pictures of my enemies so I can then burn them.

4. Run for an hour. Eat cheesecake after.

5. Buy Veggies. Let them spoil.

6. Stay up late for no reason.

7. Buy books. Stack them all together. Never read them.



The fast paced rhythms of development and evolution in modern Cosmetology are indeed 
remarkable. A plethora of various cosmetics are available online or keep popping up on store 
shelves, pharmacies,supermarkets and even various well known clothing brands launch their 
own cosmetics line. 

Revolutionary formulas and new ingredients in many novel cosmetic products, promise spec-
tacular changes to the appearance and spirits of those willing to 
give them a try. Enchanted by the impressive design of the packing 
and the good marketing, we often neglect important details, result-
ing in wrong choices.

Our times are confusing and we ought to be careful in the way we 
choose the cosmetics we are interested in using. What are the 
criteria with which we will choose the right products to cater to our 
needs? What do all those symbols on the products’ packaging 
mean and why is it important to recognize their meaning? Which 
ingredients are perilous and should be avoided?

According to European Legislation, all the cosmetics intended for 
the European market have to abide by certain conditions so that the 
consumers’ well being is ensured.

BACK  TO  BASICS
Interpreting product labels and ingredients.

TEXT :  Georgia Michopoulou
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Every label on a cosmetic product is reqyired to mention the following:

 -The name or brand as well as the address of the manufacturer, or of its representative, who 
has released the product in the European market.
    
The product’s country of origin.

- The ingredients of the product, in order of weight or size.

- The product’s expiration date.

- The time limit within which the product must be consumed after it has been opened (it should 
be noted that the number representative of the months of the product’s expiration differs ac-
cording to product)

- Certain special precautions need to be taken into account, like instructions that do not appear 
on the packaging but in a manual included within the packaging.

- The reference number or approval number that the product got upon its release

- The product’s use.

Furthermore we often come across recycling symbols,
as well as special symbols to indicate a product might be flammable.



Let us assume that the product we intend to buy meets all the above requirements and thus 
appears safe. What about specific ingredients though? 
Most cosmetics available on the market, comply with the European guidelines, so they don’t 
contain harmful substances and are cruelty free. Despite this, many of the products may con-
tain substances that are not optimal to our skin’s health and are even potentialy harmful.

Truth be told, there are thousands of ingredients used in the manufacturing of cosmetics and 
had I decided to go into them all in detail, even a whole issue of the magazine wouldn’t suffice. 
So, I will focus on a few ingredients that, in my personal opinion and according to a few 
relevant studies, should be best avoided.

Parabens: (methylparaben,propylparaben,ethylparaben,butylparaben): Parabens and their 
byproducts are widely known as added preservatives used in cosmetics and food. During the 
last few years studies related to their toxicity have named them the probable cause of various 
types of cancer when consumed too often. Therefore the need for more data about the threat 
they pose to our health is imperative. Note that the perception that parabens are completely 
safe to use is clearly shaken.

Silicones: Silicones and their byproducts, are used extensively in facial and hair products, as 
they result in a velvety texture, since they have softening effects and protect the skin barrier. 
The possible side effects from the use of silicones in cosmetics is a hot topic raising many is-
sues for discussion, and multiple manufacturers to hasten to label their products silicone free. 
Despite the fact that international committees and associations have concluded that certain 
silicones pose no threat to our health, many consumer groups and non government organiza-
tions often warn against the multiplying dangers of silicone use towards our health as well as 
the environment.

paraffinum liquidum/ mineral oil:  Mineral oil is used in many kinds of cosmetics, has ex-
ceptional softening abilities and is a petrol byproduct. Its application on the skin creates a film 
that though it retains skin moisture yet it blocks pores due to it’s thick composition, resulting in 
preventing the skin from “breathing”.

propylene glycol:  It is listed among the hygroscopic substances and is a highly moisturizing 
ingredient even in small concentration, while it has more properties that make it easy to use in 
many cosmetics like moisturizers, face masks and deodorants. It derives from propylene which 
is extracted from petrol oils and occupies the 5th place on the allergic dermatitis causes list.  



Triethanolamine, TEA: Multi functional substance with a wide range of uses in cosmetics. This 
substance and it byproducts can cause allergic dermatitis, inflammation and eczema.

Triclosan:  Its use as an antibacterial renders it a cause of hormonal imbalances, as well as a 
cause of allergies. It can harm every form of aquatic life as it’s not soluble. Furthermore, it can 
increase resistance to antibiotics.

Apart from the above ingredients, there are of course many possible others included in cosmet-
ics whose use may cause skin reactions. All skin, depending on the skin type, sensitive, dry, 
oily or combination skin, as well as its condition, can react differently to different ingredients, 
whether they are natural or chemical. It is though in our best interest that we choose cosmet-
ics which include natural ingredients. The most important thing is to know our skin type and its 
needs. A specialist can help us with this, so that we purchase the best products for our type. 
This way we minimize the possibility of our skin reacting to unsuitable products.



This article is in no way trying to scare you. It hopes to inform you and help with your next prod-
uct buy. Cosmetics should be you skin’s allies not its enemies and by extension protect your 
health. Remember that it is worth dedicating a little more time to carefully read the label of the 
product you wish to buy, as well as its use, so as to avoid  unwanted effects.

Explanatory sites and bibliography
www.aesthetics.gr
www.kepka.org
‘’Cosmetic applications’’ Moulopoulou - Karakitsou



NAME  TOPOGRAPHY

TEXT: Eleanna Mpourantani

y name is a troubled beast. Of my two given names, one is my grandmother’s, the other 
the saint’s on whose day I was born. My mother chose to marry the two names in one, 
consolidating my sense of uniqueness, of autonomy. I wasn’t carrying my grandmother’s 
name, as it is common among children of Greek families. I had my own. No one ever 
called me anything different until I had to move to another country and my too unique 

name became a pain to share and pronounce. My sense of self fragmented into several names.

Everyone must have some kind of name. Often it’s a combination of a personal and a family 
name, as if one means to belong and the other to separate. How do we put a sense of indi-
viduality into a shorter or longer combination of vowels and consonants? At first sight, naming 
is there to secern, to make sense of. A rose, after all, is still a rose according to Shakespeare 
and would smell as sweet with any other name. We like to think that there is a distance between 
what is and how it’s named and that distance is the reassuring claim to an individuality, but we 
forget to ask one thing: who does the naming?

When Alice questioned Humpty-Dumpty as to whether there is some way to make words mean 
different things, he replied with “The question is which is to be master—that’s all.” French phi-
losopher of power and knowledge, Michel Foucault, documented in great detail how sciences 
have classified, categorized and named things, and how this has been an ultimate political act, 
granting power to the name-giver over the named. 

M
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Naming is powerful, it derives its authority from the nearly magical position language has in 
our world. The Hebrew god created the world by saying “let there be light”. Adam, the first 
man, named every creature in god’s creation – an act that at once unified him with the world 
and separated him from it, granted him power over it. Magic and religious rituals have been 
associated with language and its formative ability. “Abrakadabra”’s origin is the Aramaic “avra 
kedabra”, “I create as I speak”. When someone else names us, whether that’s Foucault’s sci-
ences or our father, that someone has power over us, as Adam naming the creatures of the 
world, a privilege given to him by god Himself.

My father didn’t choose my first name, but I certainly carry his last name, given to him by his 
own father. In a world of naming sons after fathers, daughters after fathers and wives after hus-
bands, my father’s surname is doomed to extinction as he is an only son with two daughters. 
A family name is about belonging and kinship. It is also about domination and a long history 
of patriarchy. If children belong to someone, it is to the women who bore them – paternity is 
always doubted. Instituting a patrilineal system of naming means fathers can claim children. It’s 
the magic language of patriarchy. A bit like writing one’s name on an object to tell everyone it’s 
your own.

If seizing power over women’s names means casting a spell of language on them, it is no won-
der women had to use pseudonyms for their writing to be heard. The Bronte Sisters published 
their works as Brothers Bell, a literary transgenderism that granted them the magical power of 
naming: they re-named themselves into men, so that their words would be heard. “I’m nobody! 
Who are you? / Are you nobody, too? / Then there’s a pair of us -- don’t tell!” wrote the reclusive 
poet Emily Dickinson – a plea to anonymity and its safety. More than safety, it is power, as it 
turns the injustice of naming to its own head. With anonymity, you claim no name. Freed from 
imposed identities, you can finally speak at the price of completely effacing yourself. Virginia 
Woolf understood this well when she claimed that for most of history, ‘Anonymous’ was a 
woman.

hat are we without our names, even the names we received from our fathers? We are 
uprooted. There is a kind of violence slave owners specialized in: the un-naming and 
renaming of people. Uprooted from their native land, they were also denied the names 
of their ancestors, given derogatory names and the names of their owners, in the most 
chilling act of naming as ownership ever seen. Malcolm X chose ‘X’ as his surname 

to replace the name ‘Little’ that was imposed on his ancestors – a political act resembling the 
choice of a male name or the choice of anonymity.

Naming, thus, derives its magic from its power to shape, to create, from its ‘avra kedabra’. 
Philosopher Judith Butler has written extensively on how speech is performative, how language 
is actually active, and how we, as marginalized people, can claim this magic for ourselves and 
change the meaning of words, make them ours. Butler calls us, instead of effacing ourselves or 
even to take new names, to work towards making the names ours again. I’ve yet to find a way 
to make my name mine. I have so many names I don’t even know where to start from. The line 
between those I chose myself and those I was given was blurred long ago. How do I change 
the meaning of the name if, at the end of the day, it still represents me? It means accepting I’m 
many people. It means coming to terms with not really knowing who I am.

Calling someone by their name translates to power over them. China, the land of a thousand 
names, has had a most amazing history of naming practices. Typically, boys’ name-giving was 
treated with enthusiasm and creativity, while girls’ names were chosen from a stock range of 
commonplace women’s names. Men in older dynasties chose different names for themselves, 
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such as style names that illustrated bits of themselves, like miniature biographies. What sounds 
more in control of one’s self than choosing one’s name? Yet the way these names operated was 
to navigate through a very rigid and unequal kinship and societal rules.

Chinese people are called many things, and accept these names graciously – something with 
which I struggle, experiencing a loss of myself in the multiple names. Yet what name they use 
in each social situation is crucial and determined by ancient, Confucian laws of respect to-
wards elders and higher-ups. 

Naming is, again, an exercise in power. Multiple names can mean more confinement instead of 
freedom – I’ve had my taste of this. Sometimes I forget the name with which I introduced myself 
to a certain person, I sign e-mails with a different name. Sometimes I like to introduce myself as 
one thing or the other, trying to play around with the words that mean me, but it is hardly liberat-
ing. It is tiring and it is taxing, as if I’m living a double life I didn’t choose.

There is a French philosophical duo, Deleuze and Guattari, whose work I’ve been reading this 
past year and might be the key to unlocking the contradictions in naming and my own predica-
ment with names. To them, the self is a process. We are never the same person and we never 
simply ‘are’ – we are only ‘becoming’. Naming something means fixing something, giving it an 
identity. For Deleuze and Guattari, even if you yourself claim your own name, you still try to pin 
yourself down. For them, the name is a repeated thing but repetition does not fix you, as some 
linguists would say. Repetition is ‘becoming’, because repetition is never the same, it is always 
something new. Your repeated name is a new name, every time.

Think of nomads, they say, how they travel following a pattern – that pattern is ultimately, the 
self. I like to think of the self as a geography, a continent which you can explore, a dimension in 
which, to paraphrase Virginia Woolf, you can be rooted yet flow. This is what a name can be to 
you: a point of reference so you can embark on a journey. 



M
y names started changing, at their own volition, leaving me unable to do anything, 
once I traveled, I migrated, once I became a modern kind of nomad. The change of 
geography signified a change of my naming geography, my self-topography. Every-
one who ever had to live in a foreign place knows that, sometimes in hurtful ways. Your 

name is there to constantly remind you that you’re a stranger, an exile. It is too exotic, too hard 
to pronounce – either this, or you adopt a local name, a shortened name, a nickname. Some-
times they give you one without even asking.

All these names, willingly taken or unwillingly (some also taken willingly and later regretted), 
are names on the map that is myself, not simply describing me but, really, making me into the 
people I’ve been at times and places. We are never the same person; sometimes, different 
names are there to remind us of that. It is hard to accept how the self we thought of as a unified 
thing actually never existed. I face this every day, emigration forcing me to. Some people might 
never have to, comfortably sitting in the name their parents gave to them, sometimes disliking it 
but never doing anything to reclaim it. 

I’ve learned that choosing names for myself is not always freedom, and that sometimes a name 
chooses me and this means something. It’s one more signpost on a map I’m still exploring. 
My name is a migratory bird.



We took a stroll in the Montreux Christmas market and decided to share with you the 
treasures we found and tasted.W

Amazing bookmarks! We couldn’t resist and got one as a souvenir!

Delicious macarons!

                                                   Wooden hand carved mushrooms!31



Delicious macarons!

                                                   Wooden hand carved mushrooms!

Glass creations that impressed us.

Thousands of caramel and chocolate candy!

Fragrant tea blends.





Aquarius: Avoiding hurt does not mean hurt won’t find you. Let it come to you to 
teach you a lesson:  Shut your ears and follow what makes your heart stir.
 There’s no other way.

Capricorn: Sit down. Listen. Pay attention. Spend some time with friends. Visit 
some place nice. Achievement means nothing without those things; try to 

remind yourself that from time to time.

Sagittarius: The whole world sometimes feels like a cage and what could be 
worse for you, Sagittarius? Focus inwards, nourish yourself. It’s time for some 
hard work, so don’t let it bring you down.

Scorpio: You’ve let love moisten the soil of your relationships; now it is time to 
reap the good fruit. Take the scythe, don’t be afraid to cut. Never say anything 
you don’t mean, never settle. Only cut.

Libra: Beauty is what you strive for and this time you’re doing it exceptionally 
well. Do not settle for anything less than perfect; perfection is within your grasp. 
Now is the time to welcome into your life all the things that make it better.

Virgo: Problems bring growth and now you can see which parts of you have 
turned from wild grassland to well-tended gardens. Your hard work sets the 
foundation for the security you long for, yet are too anxious to pursue. 
Tread into the storm with certainty.
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Gemini: Fighting like a reaver won’t do. Discipline yourself. 
Choose your battles wisely. Offer to those who need you the kind of help you’d 
like to receive.

Taurus: You launch into the world with the confidence of wild beasts. Have no 
fear; your eyes can see the danger and you have the strength to avert it.

Pisces: You spend your life in a daydream. Don’t let this mean you’re wasting 
your life; use it. Turn it into art. Reach out to those who need your dreams be-
cause they can’t dream for themselves.

Aries: Keep it simple. Keep your fire lit in a candle, Aries, not the Great Fire of 
Rome. Fire can damage even you, sometimes, you know. Seek comfort in the 

earth, replenish your energies. Now is a good time.
.

Cancer: Life is taking you forward, bearing gifts and good luck. 
Don’t hesitate; try, act, taste, feel. The stars gifted you with more emotion than 
average; use it.

Leo: Choose your friends wisely, then do what you’re famous for: protect them 
with all you have. Don’t forget to follow your passions for your own sake. You 

already shine so brightly, Leo. There’s nothing to prove to anyone.
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